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6. T he clased circularring, laaded by twa diametral farces. We shall 
apply our theory~first to the case of a closed circular ring. loaded diame~ 
trically by two radial farces p . the first example. treated by BIEZENO and 
KOCH in their second paper 5). We attribute the positive sign to P if it is 
a compressive force and accardingly we attribute the positive sign to the 
radial deflection u. if it is directed inwards. We write for shortness 
}. = ujr. The forces P may be applied at the points a = 0 and a = ::r 

respectively. From reasons of symmetry it follows immediately. that for 
these points cp = 0 and cp = n respectively. and that to the point a = n j2 
corresponds cp = JT j2. Further it is evident that Do = P oj2. and No = O. 
So l' = 0 and f3 = nj2. 

If we substitute cp = nj2 in the eqs. (10) . they become: 

- 2V2 Va = -_. ft (k. cp) 
n 

o 

-n/4. 

1/ - 0 
À (0) = 1 - V ~ f2 (k. cp) ! 

-n/4. 

1 (i) = I - V! {, (k. ",) ~ 
-n/4. 

(30) 

Assuming a number of values ·of k. we calculate from the first of the 
equations (30) the corresponding values of a. and then from the second 

and third equation the corresponding of }. (0) and }. ( ~) . For small positive 

values of a , y is large and k < 1. For y = 1 we have k = I , and for smaller 
values of y . i.e. larger values of a , evidently k is> 1. so that eqs. (I3) must 

be used to calculate the elliptic integrals . To y = 0 corresponds k = tV2 
and consequently cpmin = O. A lower inflexion occurs, and we use the eqs. 
(22), (23) and (24) for ,case 11. For negative values of a, y is < - I, and 
k is imaginary; so we use eqs. (15) . A survey of the values of k, k*, k** 
and cp min as functions of }, (0) , which itself varies within the limits 1 - JT/2 

il ) Compare aIso R. SONNTAG. Die Kreisringfeder, Ing. Arch., 13. 380-397 (1943) . 
The author soIves the same problem. at least. as far as no inflexions occur. His method 
is exact but somewhat akward and unnecessarily intricate . 
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and 1 + n j2, is given in fig . 2. The dotted part of the graph for Cfmin is 
that one, wh ere !Pmin ' though real, has no physical sense. 

For very small positive or negative va lues of a, we use the expansions of 
number 5, As 11 = 0, it follows fr om (28) that 1'0 = )11 = 112 = ... = O. 

Furthermore a(~)=~; so from the first of the eqs. (29) it follows that 

00 = 1, VI = 1jn and 02 = 3/n2 - 3/ 16 , and further: 

",' (0) = (~ - ! ) a + (15
6 - ;2) a 2

, .. =O,07i389a+O,008536a2... I 
'" (~) =- (~-~) a- ( - /6 -4

3
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.. • =- O,06831Oa-O,002731 a 2 
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These exact developments can be compared with those. derived from the 
corresponding expressions of BIEZENO and KOCH . The coefficients of u 

are of course the same. as this term is the "elementary" one; as a matter 
of fact the authors did not calculate th is term separately. but took it from 
the elementary theory. Por the coefficients of a :! they find 0.006289 and 
- 0.006425 respectively. 

In fig . 3. J.(O). J, (.71/2). À(O) /a and À(;rr/2) /a are given as functions of a. 

The drawn lines give the exact values. The dotted ones represent the 
approximate values of BIEZENO and KOCH. 

7. The semicircular ring. loaded by a radial force . We consider the 
problem ofa semicircular ring. c1amped at both ends. and loaded in its 
r.1Ïddle by a radial force P. We attribute signs as in number 6. Now the 
shearing force Do for a = 0 ( cp = 0) is again P/2. but the normal force 
No is not zero. and. moreover. unknown . On the other hand. apart from 
the condition a = ;rr/2 for rp := ;rr /2. also the condition $ = I for (p = ::r /2 
has to be fulfilled . So. the eq:: (IO) take the form: 

-- n/4-(3/2 
1/ a _ 2 / 
V 2 sin fJ - ~ fdk. cp) 

·fJ12 

V 2 s;n fJ = ! cos fJ f2 (k. cp) + sin fJ f3 (k. cp) I 
n/4-P12 
/ 

-fJ/2 

1/ 2 sin P . 
À (0) = 1 - V-2- ! sm fJ f2 (k. cp) - cos fJ f3 (k. cp) I 

(32) 

.7l14-fJ12 

-fJ/2 

In this case we first take a certain value of k and together with th is 
value. some different values of fJ. Then we calculate the difference of the 
expressions at the right hand side of the first and the second equation (32) . 
By interpolation we determine that value of fJ . for which th is difference is 
zero. (as it should be. because both expressions must be equal to the same 
quantity at the left hand side) . If in this way we have found a pair k. fJ. 
we calculate a. and from the third equation J. (0). The physical inter
pretation of th is proces is . that the ring of section 6 is considered. but nov: 
loaded by a second pair of diametral farces at right angles to the first pair. 
the magnitude of which is determined in such a way. that the displacement 
of the points a = -+- .7l/2 is zero. 

To start with the process. we solve first the problem for small a . by 
means of the results of number 5. If we substitute in the first of the eqs. 
(29): a (::r /2) = ::r/2. and in the second one: ~ (0, /2) = I. the values of (h 
Hnd 1' k can be calculated. The first values are: 



<50 = 1 

n-2 
<5) = -2--8 = 0.610606 

n -
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<5 - -3n6 + 124n1 -256n3 -640 n2 + 1792n-512_ 56 
2 - 16 (n2_8)3 - 0.5 041 

8-2n 
Vo = ~8 = 0.918277 

;r -

With these values. we find from the third of the eqs. (29) : 

;. (0) = n
3
-20n + 32 + 
8 (n 2-8) 0 

. (33) 

+ -5n6 + 6n5 + 204 n1-680n3-576 n 2 + 4608n-4608 2 • (34) 
16 (n2-8p a -

0.01166180 + 0.0007136 a2 - '" 

This can be compared with the result of BIEZENO and KOCH . where in 
stead of the coefficient 0.0007136 appears 0.00047. 

The value of f3 for a = 0 proves to be 47.4397° . so th at we have a 
preliminary idea. what the value of f3 amounts to for small values of a. 
The numerical work is much more complicated than in the case of the 
foregoing section. The elastic behaviour of the ring appears however to be 
highly interesting . For ),(0) = 0.0974 and a = 5.5206 a lower inflexion 
appears. followed (for 2(0) = 0.1236 and a = 7.1617) byan upper in-
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flexion . In the mean time the flexability, as defined by the ratio of dis
placement and loading force (},ja) has increased extraordinarily. If 
J.(O) = 0,48, a assumes a maximum value 10,45. With increasing A. a then 
decreases. This reg ion therefore is an unstable one. For J. (0) = 1,1000 and 
a = 5,5637 the upper inflexion disappears again. For J.(O) = 1.27, a 

reaches its minimum value 4,45 and up from here it increases rapidly, to 

become infinite for J,(O) = 1 + -tV:r2 -4. For negative values of J.(O), 

I a I increases rapidly with I A I, to become infinite for A(O) = 1 - -?! V 71: 2-4. 
In fig. 4, the values of {J, k (or k*, kUl. CP mln and (Pmax are given as 

functions of J, (0), whieh itself varies within the limits 1 - -tV 71:2 - 4 and 

1 + t V 71: 2 - 4. The dotted parts of the lines for cpmln and cp max represent 
again the regions, where these quantities have no physical sense. 

In fig. 5 the quantities J.(O) and A(O)ja are given as functions of a. The 
drawn lines are the exact results from our theory; the dotted lines 
represent the approximate results of BIEZENO and KOCH . 

Some experiments were made on two semicircular rings, made of steel 
strip, with a width of 30 mm and a thickness of 0,2 mm and 0,3 mm respec
tively. The radius of the ring was r = 300 mmo The results are plotted in 
fig. 6. The drawn line is the theoretical curve and the smalJ triangles and 
circles represent the experimental values. 

8. The straight beam, supported in two points and Zoaded by a force in 
its middZe. We shalJ now give two other applications of our theory, dealing 
with a straight beam. supported in two points, and loaded by a normal 
force P in its middle. 

As a first possibility, we assume, that the beam is free to move over its 
support,1, whieh are supposed to remain at a fixed distance. The length of 
the deflected beam between the supports is then larger than th is distance 
and increases with the deflection. In this simple example the load P again 
shows a maximum Per at a critical deflection Ucr, as was alJready shown 
by SONNTAG. 

The standard of length, whieh Î"l. the foregoing examples we choose equal 
to the radiusr of the ring, is now taken equal to Z, viz. the half distance 
oi the supports (see fig. 7). These supports are supposed to exert on the 

~m 
U P 

Fig. 7. 

beam a normal reaction force Q and a tangential force. due to friction. [Q, 
where [ = tg (P f is the coefficient of friction. The sign of [ must be chosen 
in accordance with the fact that the load P is reached in an increasing or 
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df:creasins wa 'y. The slope of the beam at the supports may be cpm. Then it 
follows from considerations of symmetry and equilibrium. that Do = -P/2 
and No = -?rP tan ( cp m -rp/). so th at fJ = --?r;-r + (Pm - CP I. As for 
cp = cp m. we have dcp/do = O. it follows from equation (7) that 
y = - sin cp land consequently k = I/sin (±:r - -?rcp I) ~ 1. We therefore 
have to use the transformation (13) with Ic* = sin ( ~h - -?rcp I). 

We know. that for cp = Cpm. ~ = 1. and so we can find from the second 
equation (10) for a number of values of Cf! m the corresponding a and from 
this we calculate the relative lengthening ,n = 0 m - 1. and the deflection 
l = uil with the aid of the first and third equation (10) . 

The calculations have been actually performed for the case that no 
friction was present cp I = 0) and no inflexions occurred in the e1astic line. 
The results are plotted in fig. 8. The approximate results of SONNTAG and 
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those of BIEZENO are very weil confirmed. Of course we can give more 
accurate figures. So we find for the critica I load P e r = 1.667 EliI'.!. and 
the corresponding values (I'me r = 38.30° . u,., = 0.4766 I. and Sm e r = 
= 1.1251. SONNTAG's values are 1.70; 39° . and 0.48 respectively. the 
critical length being not explicitly given. 

As a last example. we assume th at the beam does not move over its 
supports. so that its length between the supports remains constant (2l). 
but that on the other hand . one of the supports is free to move towards the 
orher (see fig . 9). We suppose th is movement not to be influenced by 

Fig. 9. 
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friction. The considerations are similar to those in the foregoing example. 
For cp = cpm we now have a = 1. So we find a from the first equation (10) 
and calculate the deflection J. = uil and the contraction p = 1 - ~m from 
the second and the third equation. The resuIts are plotted in fig. 10. 
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